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About This Game

The chickens are coming. Take participation in a merry and fervent mess!

In 2018 mankind degraded and turned into zombies, from the sky came hordes of alien invaders, and only the CHICKENS can
pull in this chaos and disorder!

Equip your chicken with a powerful GUN, slip on it MEGOARMOR and smash
everything into dust!

Features:

 Old school top-down control and interface

 Non-stop drive and firing

 Online action with other players

 14 weapons, 8 armors and 8 type enemies

 Charm of chickens and cool gun
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Title: Chicken Wars
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Sokolov Yaroslav Vladimirovich
Publisher:
Sokolov Yaroslav Vladimirovich
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2017
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Thanks, Very nice paints. Enjoying driving with them so much. Recommended.. First of all the game is only $5 and I think it's
so worth it. I love the co-op modes and working against an AI instead of a real person (because a real person would just camp
the boiler and end the game ASAP). The first couple minutes of the game were absolutely terrifying but eventually you settle
into the mechanics of the game and can work through it. It's harder than you would expect even with four people in a Discord
call you can quickly get burnt especially when you get down to the last objective. Single Player I haven't tried yet so this review
is only for online Co-Op. It's worth a play if you have friends to join with and even with constant communication you can let
your guard down and be jump scared.

I hope they add some more DLC and different levels to the game, that would really boost it to another level for me. That's my
only complaint, not a ton of content right now but it's only $5 and it was worth it for me.. is bretty good!

While early off this game has some kinks, the developer is super talkative and helped me with a problem already, this shows the
dev or devs care asbout our input imo, also this probably indicates that this game will get better in time.
The zombies are a bit strange but this game is enthrawling an trrifying when they are all rushing after you, it may seem like way
too extreme but the dev may tone it down if we want. I kind of like the terror though.

for 5 dollars or less why not, come try to beat my score fools!. This Game is nintendo Hard.
Brings me back to the good old days where flying a ship was more than just shooting what is infront of you.
I would purchase this if you want a game with a challenge. If you are looking to just suite up and shoot things, this game is not
for you.. On Windows MR, a new patch caused one of the keybinds to cease working, a quick message to the Developer and
they were on it, fixed in the next patch 3 days later.

Fantastic responsive Developer, really fun game with a partner. ;). Fun little game. Please add more holes.. very enjoyable, easy
to play. the only issue i have is how the AI builds it's fleets in the campaign game, builds just frigates and subs.. Honestly, it's
just not very good. Unless I've missed some hidden complexity, the combat is about as straightforward as the cardgame War (in
a bad way) and there is very little plot to speak of. all and all, I'm not recommending it.. Save the Ninja Clan

Save the Ninja Clan is a unity based 2D side scrolling platformer similar to Super Meat Boy. You play a brave ninja who sets
out to rescue his ninja pals and stop the evil white ninja.

You start your journey with a green suit equipped with double jump and a knife you can throw to kill enemies, and later can
trade the green suit between a blue and black suit, which have the powers to sprint (blue), and puff into a cloud of smoke to
evade deadly traps (Similar to the rolling system from Guacamelee).

Your knife starts as just a basic knife. If an enemy shoots at you and your knife connects with it, it destroys the knife, but you
can throw them quickly and infinitely so throwing them non-stop is warranted. By collecting the 33 collectibles found in each
stage (1 per stage), you can use those collectibles to unlock new knife upgrades, such as a knife that goes through bullets,
rockets, etc. destroying them and continuing forward, or another knife that kills all enemies in one hit. There is one other
upgrade that allows for a knife spin, but other than the cool ninja effect, it doesn't seem to do much else. Each upgrade requires
7 collectibles, so 21 total for all 3, meaning you don't need to collect all the collectibles in the game to get them.

There are 34 levels total in the game, 31 basic platforming levels and 3 boss levels. There are a few tricky levels, but all-in-all
they are pretty basic when compared to some of the levels featured in Super Meat Boy. There are also nifty secret "glitch" areas
in 31 of the levels, which when accessed bring up a command prompt with witty humor as if the developer were watching you
break their game.
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Save the Ninja clan features 30 achievements, all of which are relatively easy. I can honestly say the only two that were a bit
troubling were the achievements for beating 5 and 10 levels without dying, as you need to play 10 straight levels, you cannot
replay a level, and you cannot exit and go to another level. Still easily achievable with a bit of practice.

Overall, Save the Ninja Clan is a small game, but it's a game that for the price of $0.99, is still very much worth it. 34 levels, a
bunch of secrets, a small amount of easy to find collectibles, and an simple achievement completion to be had. Definitely
recommended.
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Off Road race in the savana mud tracks.
About to win when I hit a rhino.
Rhino comes charging at me. Car is broken. Lose the race.
10/10 Would hit a rhino again.. I am a russian now, thanks.. Average flight action game... at least, from where I am at the
momen, the game is quite average. Hopefully it'll become more challenging and less bland... however the reviews of this game
weren't much positive..

Oh well, it was cheap and if your interested in this game, buy it on a cheap deal!. Really enjoyable game! the
hookshot/grappling mechanic is really fun to use, the stage are varied, there are many clever use of your ability, especially
during boss fights, the mood is colorful and lively, it sounds well, it looks well, it play well. I had a blast playing it until the very
end. Highly recommended! ^^. Nice little puzzle game

Positive:
+ Not too hard, not too easy
+ Short levels
+ Lots of achievements

Negative:
- Very repetitive music that quickly gets annoying and that you can't permanently turn off (it will turn itself back on every time
you restart the game)
- No windowed mode
- No level skip

Time to complete while playing quite casually: about 1h. Took me and my gay friend 97 minutes to complete this game. We're
experienced in these types of games so maybe it was easier for us. I highly recommend this game given the nice experience it
offered and potential for future content. The price for this game is fair for what you get. Hopefully the creators update this
game with more "cases". In 1997 I got a disk in the mail labeled 250 Arcade Games, with this being one of the games. It's a fun
retro shooter that still holds up well in my opinion. My only complaint is that you jump really high and take fall damage from
your own jumps.
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